Weighted Averaging
➢ Objectives:

Discuss weighted averaging
Go over settings and results for this method
- Illustrate how indicator species can be selected

- Illustrate how weights can be calculated

Ordination

➢ Synthesizing (reducing) large datasets into fewer variables
➢ Extracting one or more dominant patterns (% variance)

➢ Arranging items (samples / species) along one or more axes
➢ Graphically summarizing complex relationships
➢ Relating axes and variables (M1) to ancillary variables (M2)

Polar Ordination – A Subjective Approach
➢ Approach:

➢ Application:

Allows the ordering of sample
units between two “poles”
(outgroup samples) based
on patterns of co-occurrence
in the species response data.

Especially useful for
investigating 1-D
change / gradients

Frequently overlooked, although
it is the only ordination tool that
allows users to subjectively
determine gradient endpoints,
and has been shown to work
well on heterogeneous datasets.
Allows testing of hypotheses.

(e.g., succession).
Succession / Gradient

But…
Selecting the “poles”
is a major limitation

Another Subjective Ordination Approach
➢ Question:
How can we work around the problem of selecting poles?
➢ Here is an Idea:

Use two reference samples from a different study?
➢ How about if we focus on species, rather than samples?
Use objective (published) accounts of species habitat
associations (e.g., SST, biogeographic affinity).
Assess the make-up of the individual samples along
the selected gradient of choice.

Averaging Species Responses
➢ Weighted Averaging:

Previously assigned species
weights (or species groups
weights) used to calculate
scores for the sampling sites
(samples).
Calculation done by
averaging the “value” of
species (or species groups)
present in the sample units.
Averaging is based on the
relative abundance of each
species / species groups.
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Weighted Averaging – How it Works
➢ Setting Up:
• Start with first Matrix A, containing abundances of :
p species in n sample units
(a denotes abundances)
• Use second Matrix B, containing p species weights, wj
p

➢ Calculate a weighted score vi

for each plot i, as follows:
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Weighted Averaging – How it Works
➢ Species Data:
Matrix with
2 plots  3 species
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➢ Species Weights: Weights indicate species-specific
tolerance of wet / dry sites.
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Weighted Averaging – How it Works
➢ Calculate moisture score vi for each plot i using average
of abundances weighted by the moisture indicator values.
For example, plot B gets a score of 83.3:

0(0) + 2(50) + 4(100)
vB =
= 500 / 6 = 833
.
6
➢ What does this moisture score mean?
In this case, it is scaled from 0 (all dry) to 100 (all wet)

Weighted Averaging – How it Works
➢ Species Data:
Plot B gets score of 83.3

What is Plot A ‘s score ?
10 = [(4 * 0) + (1 * 50)] / 5

➢ Species Weights:
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Weighted Averaging – How it Works
Output: Set of ordination scores for sample units.
Scores are the linear combinations of the weighted
averages of species abundances in each sample unit.

Scores help identify which sample units have the highest
abundances of the most heavily weighted species.
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Weighted Averaging – Pros / Cons
➢ Advantages:

• Intuitively / Mechanistically Simple: Produces 1-D solution
using abundances and standardized weights
• Ideal for describing a single gradient (based on species)
• Ideal for describing ecological patterns to managers
➢ Disadvantages:

• Only addresses one gradient (1-D solution): Is this realistic?

• Requires previous knowledge of species “ecology” to
produce good indicators of community structure

Weighted Averaging - Recommendation
➢ This method seems very “black-box”… unless there is
good ecological information about the species’ weights.
➢ Unless well established standard species weights exist,
there is considerable subjectivity to the selection of weights.

➢ Thus, users must be prepared to defend the selection of
the weights, within the context of the question of interest.
➢ Furthermore, ordering sample units on basis of a single
gradient is probably a simplification, so user will need to
explore other patterns within the data using free ordination.

Weighted Averaging – Calculating Weights
Theoretically:

Averages are the focus of WA calculations because species
responses should be described by their mean abundance, if
they follow the Gaussian ideal of a normal distribution
Many species have a hump-shaped or 'unimodal' distribution
along their entire range. When all species responses are
unimodal, WA effectively represents the community structure.
• If the species distributions follow normal distributions,
you can arrange them along an environmental gradient.
• If they are not, or if only part of the distribution is captured,
some patterns may be obscured or misrepresented.

Weighted Averaging – Calculating Weights
➢ Example:

Wisconsin Forest Succession (Curtis & McIntosh 1951)
Study of plant succession,
using species composition
as a metric of “sequential”
community change from
“pioneer” to “climax” state.

What are the weights?
Pioneers (w = 1)

…

Climax Species (w = 10)

Curtis, J. T., and R. P. McIntosh. 1951.
An Upland Forest Continuum in the
Prairie-Forest Border Region of
Wisconsin. Ecology 32:476–496.

Weighted Averaging – Calculating Weights
➢ Relative Importance (Curtis & McIntosh 1951):
How can be define if a species is important in the sample?

Relative (percent) occurrence: Percent frequency (of samples)

Relative (percent) density: Percent of total abundance (trees)
Relative (percent) dominance: Percent of total cover (trees)

Overall Index:
Summation index (density plus frequency plus dominance),
with a constant value of 300 – for all species in a given stand.

Weighted Averaging – Calculating Weights
➢ Relative Importance

(Curtis & McIntosh 1951):
How to define a score sequence?

Average importance value
(solid bars) and occurrence
% (hatched bars) for major
species in stands grouped
according to the leading
dominant plant species:
Groups of stands indicated by
paired letters below graphs,
where BB represents the
stands in which Bur Oak is
the leading dominant …

Weighted Averaging – Calculating Weights
➢ Sequence of Stands (Curtis & McIntosh 1951):

Leading
dominants
methods
arranged
species in
sequential
order, from
pioneer to
climax species

Weighted Averaging – Calculating Weights
➢ Sequence of Stands (Curtis & McIntosh 1951):

Leading dominants methods arranged species in
sequential order, from pioneer to climax species:

Weighted Averaging – Calculating Weights
➢ Sequence of Stands (Curtis & McIntosh 1951):

Weighted Averaging – Calculating Weights
➢ Empirical Approach: Use reference data to develop
species “weights” using reference samples.
n

Calculate ordination score wj
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Basically, it’s the same approach we
used to develop sample weights:
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Borja, A., J. Franco, V. Pérez, 2000. A marine biotic index to establish the
ecological quality of soft bottom benthos within European estuarine and
coastal environments. Marine Pollution Bulletin, 40(12): 1100-1114.

Ecological Indicator Example - I
➢ Quality Indices / Index of Biotic Integrity: AMBI & BQI
AZTI Marine Biotic Index (Borja et al. 1999, 2000)
➢ Approach: Use abundances of species groups with
differential sensitivity to perturbations

Ecological Indicator Example - I
➢ Used to track
eutrophication
(Borja et al. 1999, 2000)

➢ Based on 5 functional
species groups
(Borja et al. 1999, 2000)

Ecological Indicator Example - I
➢ AMBI is a linear
combination of %s
(Borja et al. 1999, 2000)

➢ AMBI tracks
community
composition
(Borja et al. 1999, 2000)

Ecological Indicator Example - II
➢ Quality Indices / Index of Biotic Integrity: BQI
Benthic Quality Index (Rosenberg et al. 2004)
➢ Approach: Measure Sensitivity of every Species
Based on assumption that anthropogenic perturbation
decreases species richness to zero, and that every species
shows a different distribution along perturbation gradient

Ecological Indicator Example - II
➢ BQI is a product
of species %s,
species diversity
thresholds, and
sample richness)
(Rosenberg et al. 2004)

➢ BQI and AMBI
co-vary (r2 = 64%)
(Rosenberg et al. 2004)

Weighted Averaging - Recommendation
➢ So, how can we calculate species weights?
- Use the literature: Search for indicator species
- As much as possible, use categorical (1 / 0) responses
- To develop quantitative responses, consider:
% occurrence, % abundance

➢ What type of quantitative responses can we use?
- theoretically: optimum / tolerance (e.g., SST, ph)
- empirically: develop correlations using a reference dataset

WA – Suggested Procedure
➢ Load or create main matrix (species data):

➢ Load or create secondary matrix (weights):

WA – Results
➢ Examine Results.txt file

WA – Results
➢ Examine Graphic result: 1-D Plot
WeightedAveraging
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WA – What to Report
• Method for selecting weights – What are they?
Use the literature (Presence / Absence OR abundance)
Use other reference stations
Combine Multiple Weights

• NOTE: If you are developing a new index:
Correlate to other existing indices
AND
Provide correlations of WA scores (for samples)
against environmental variables (new gradients?)

Weighted Averaging – Take Home Lessons
➢ Basically: You may use weighted averaging infrequently
(only for comparison to well-developed examples) due to
difficulty of identifying suitable weights. However, it is the
basis for other ordination methods (RA and CCA).
➢ However: WA is used to calculate species scores following
an ordination that produces sample unit scores, such as PCA
or NMS, by averaging the product of species abundances
and the ordination scores for each sample unit.
(i.e., the sample unit ordination scores become the weights
for calculating a weighted averaging of the species).

